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The beginning of the story…



First attempt at “correcting science”: the stripy nanoparticles controversy 

2004

2008



Three years to publish a “revisited” article? let’s blog 

2012



Whose job is it to correct science? Are blogs an appropriate place?



Second attempt at “correcting science”: the spherical nucleic acid controversy 

A body of work published (mostly) by Chad Mirkin, Northwestern University, in 50+ scientific articles in top 
journals from 2006. 

Expression “Spherical nucleic acids” coined in 2012; gold nanoparticles with DNA strands
attached to the gold core

The basis of several companies, scientific prizes, millions of dollars of research grants, cell biology research 
reagents advertised and sold worldwide for several years as well as clinical trials.

What is the problem?



Established knowledge: nanoparticles enter cells but end up in vesicles inside the cell

Endosome



Second attempt at “correcting science”: the spherical nucleic acid controversy 

Nanoparticles (SNAs) to interfere with 
gene regulations inside cells.

But how do they escape endosomes?



Second attempt at “correcting science”: the spherical nucleic acid controversy 

Nanoparticles (SNAs) to interfere with 
gene regulations inside cells.

Nanoparticles (SNAs) to detect mRNAs 
inside cells.

But how do they escape endosomes?



Second attempt at “correcting science”: the spherical nucleic acid controversy 

Commercialization of SNAs (SmartFlares) to detect mRNAs inside cells.

Publication (by us) of The spherical nucleic acids mRNA detection paradox ; 
Confirmation from an ex-application development specialist that the 
SmartFlares do not work

Publication (by Czarnek and Bereta) of SmartFlares fail to reflect their 
target transcripts levels = independent confirmation from another group 
that the SmartFlares do not work

Commercialization stops.
Chad Mirkin calls me a scientific terrorist and a scientific zealot for asking a 
question about this at the ACS National meeting in Boston

2015

2013

2017

2018

2016

2014



The questions raised by those controversies are (mostly) not about science

2015

2013

2017

2018

2016

2014
Encounter with Sociologist 
Marianne Noël at the 2015 
ACS National meeting in 
Boston 

April 2019: Seed Meeting of the French Embassy 
in London - NanoBubble: scientific controversies 
in nanoscience in the age of fake news, social 
media and post-publication peer review

November 2019: NanoBubbles submitted as an 
ERC Synergy grant



The protein corona that changes everything

Nanoparticles cross the Blood-Brain Barrier, or do they?

3 bubbles

Nanoparticles penetrate the cell membrane



The STS framework
Science and Technology Studies



STS framework

- A new field (1970s) of Science and Technology Studies
- interdisciplinary field
- combining history, sociology, philosophy, anthropology, policy studies…

- Controversy studies
- historical and sociological studies of disagreements
- where the actors deconstruct each other’s claims

- Agnotology
why and how some scientists and firms promote ignorance

Proctor & Schiebinger. 
Agnotology: The Making and Unmaking of Ignorance. Stanford University Press, 2008



STS framework

- Tacit knowledge
- laboratories & conferences
- ethnographic studies

- Explicit knowledge
- journals & textbooks
- historical, literary & 

quantitative/digital methods Source: DH Infra project blog. February 8th, 2021
https://dhinfra.org/163/laboratory-ethnography-during-a-pandemic-

on-temporality-instability-and-co-production

Csiszar, A. The Scientific Journal: 
Authorship and the Politics of Knowledge in 

the Nineteenth Century.
University of Chicago Press, 2018 

https://dhinfra.org/163/laboratory-ethnography-during-a-pandemic-on-temporality-instability-and-co-production


STS framework

Gartner Hype Cycle - Wikipedia

- Sociology of error 
- to explain the persistence of error and failures of self-correction
- science as a social and human activity
- redirecting the focus from individual misconduct or sloppiness to collective processes 

- Sociology of promises or expectations
- when expectations become performative
- claims about nano’s potential are increasingly challenged 

from within nanobiology itself
- how promises and hypes end, 

or are adjusted and corrected?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gartner_hype_cycle


Digital methods



Scientometrics and text analysis

- large corpora

- automatic screening of scientific publications 
- to detect unreliable or odd results

tortured phrases (colossal information/big data, 
counterfeit consciousness/artificial intelligence)
automatically generated papers
incorrect use of nucleotide sequence reagents

- to track claims and counter-claims

- to study citations
critical citations to detect disagreement
how claims circulate

Problematic Paper Screener
https://www.irit.fr/~Guillaume.Cabanac/problematic-paper-screener/

https://www.irit.fr/~Guillaume.Cabanac/problematic-paper-screener/


Ethical reflections



Ethical aims require ethical reflection

Aim: ensure good, rigorous science through 
effective methods of correction

Requires: rigorous and transparent ethical 
approaches and procedures 

Image: Qwedgeonline ‘Tight Rope’ URL

https://flic.kr/p/FDzNuY


Some of our ethical concerns

Avoiding ‘tickbox’ ethics (rules, regulations); interrogating 
different values (and how to balance them)

How to treat fairly and ethically anyone under scrutiny

How to avoid being ‘integrity police’, including in our own 
institutions

Tension between being neutral observers vs. activism 
(whistleblowing; reporting fraud)

Balancing conference observation with consent
(public vs. private spaces)



Embedded practice; integrated oversight



First ethics periodic report (D2.6)



Recent and upcoming activities (D2.7)



Synergy in action!



Node color = 
PI official attachment

Edge = 
shared research topic

No over-stretched claims!



Post-publication peer review



Raphaël Lévy

Martin Lentschat

Federico Boem

YJ Erden

Nathanne Rost

Zoé Touré

Post-publication peer review



Correction practices



Correction practices



Correction practices

Raphaël Lévy

Cyrus Mody

Guillaume Cabanac

Candida Sánchez 
Burmester

Wytske Hepkema

Frédérique Bordignon

Willem Halffman

Stefan Gaillard

Cyril Labbé

Auste Valinciute Maud Bernisson

Zoé Touré



Claims & promises



Claims & promises



- Future-related claims
“By 2010 a third generation of nanostructures
will emerge, which feature nanosystems 
with thousands of interacting components”.

- Generation and impact of a promise

- Peeriodical

Claims & promises

Federico Boem

Nathanne Rost

Cyrus Mody

Raphaël Lévy

Martin Lentschat

Candida
Sánchez
Burmester

Wytske
Hepkema

Frédérique Bordignon

Willem Halffman

Stefan Gaillard
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Zoé Touré

Maud Bernisson



Conferences



Conferences



Conferences

Example: Gordon Research Conferences

Marianne Noël

Candida Sánchez 
Burmester

Cyrus Mody
Zoé Touré



Scientific publishing



Scientific publishing



- Journals are a crucial arena for debate

- Journals are challenged by alternative 
publication formats

- How they handle the correction 
of errors

- Business considerations may prevent them 
from correcting errors

Scientific publishing

Raphaël Lévy

Federico Boem

YJ Erden

Nathanne Rost

Marianne Noël

Guillaume Cabanac

Willem Halffman

Cyril Labbé

Maud Bernisson

Zoé Touré



Many other projects:
- negative results
- replications
- critical citations
- retraction notices
- shared vocabulary
- …

No over-stretched claims!



Thanks!
https://nanobubbles.hypotheses.org

@_Nano_Bubbles

This presentation is part of the project NanoBubbles: how, when and why does science
fail to correct itself? that has received funding from the European Research Council
(ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.
Grant agreement number ID: 951393

https://nanobubbles.hypotheses.org
https://twitter.com/_Nano_Bubbles

